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WORK AND THE DIVISION OF LABOR
Anselm Strauss
Universityof California,San Francisco
TremontResearchInstitute,San Francisco
The paperis an attemptto conceptualizethe divisionof laborin termsof work.This
perspectiveleads to a necessarydistinctionbetweenworkand workers,and its imdiscussedareactor,accountability,
diviplications.Amongthe mainconsiderations
sion of rightsversusdivisionof labor,workpatternsandinteractional
styles, rapidly
and industriesin relationto theirdivisionsof labor,and rechangingorganizations
ciprocalmacroandmicroimpacts.Someresearchimplicationsarealso discussed.
This paper is designed to fill a gap in studies of the division of labor by conceptualizing
the division of labor in terms of close scrutiny of work itself, and especially the work of
given projects that entail extensive sequences of tasks for their accomplishment.'
The aim of this conceptualizationis to stimulateresearchinto the natureof work itself
and the organizationswhere it takes place. My approachis interactionist,though as there
are several quite different varieties of interactionism, perhaps it might be classified as
structuralor Pragmatist(i.e., Dewey or Mead) interactionism(cf. Glaser and Strauss,
1968; Strauss, 1977; Strauss et al., 1985; Gerson, 1982; Gerson and Star, 1983).
A word about the analytic style of this paper should be useful. The several concepts
discussed here are "grounded" insofar as they rest on data collected over many years
(Glaser and Strauss, 1965; Glaser and Strauss, 1968; Fagerhaughand Strauss, 1978) and
were developed furtherduring an intensive field observationalstudy of medical work in
acute care hospitals (Strauss et al., 1985). The concepts may apply more directly to
rapidlychanging industriesand organizations,like health and high tech; but perhapsalso,
in partat least, to more slowly changing ones. Properlyutilized, the concepts are instrumentsto guide research,not merely descriptivetags: to use them so would be useless. The
analytic style in discussing them is not so usual perhaps in sociology, since readers are
accustomed either to considerable data presentationor to abstractlycouched theoretical
essays. In this article, relatively few illustrationswill be given since readersshould easily,
fromtheir own researchand lives, be able to supply those. For indeed, much of what is in
this paper will be recognizable in the sense that one has either experienced or seen the
phenomena. It is a conceptualization, however exploratory, that I am aiming at here,
along with drawing attention to the need for something like it when studying work in
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relationto the division of labor. (Readersinterestedin the data underpinningcan find this
in The Organization of Medical Work [Strausset al., 1985].)
A summaryof the conceptualizationis as follows: Projects involve a course of action
which entails a division of labor-meaning not only of actorsbut of actions. It is useful to
keep those analytic distinctions separate.In "work" terms, the project action is made up
of many tasks done over time, and divided up according to various criteria among the
actors (persons, classes of persons, departmentsor other organizationalunits). The totality of tasks we shall term "the arc of work"-the central concept in this paper. The
implicationsof this concept involve the askingof many questions, and directresearchinto
aspects of the division of labor. Some of those aspects have been studied previously,
hence are discussed here. The related concepts include actor accountabilityand accountability systems, which have bearing on the carrying out of types of work and their
implicated tasks. Since the plurality of tasks making up their totality, as well as the
relationsof actors to tasks, are not automaticallyarticulated,actors must do that too, and
often in complex ways. We call the work of doing this "articulationwork"'-a supra-type
of work. Of course, such work involves also the accountabilityactions. I have made a
distinctionalso between the division of work and the division of rights-rights that actors
can claim, impose, assume, manipulatefor, negotiate over, concerningvarioustasks and
types of work constituting the total arc of work. I shall touch on this distinction only
because in the literatureon division of labor the two phenomenaare sometimes confused
although we found it useful in our research to make the distinctions clearly. Another
potentially useful concept is the collective styles of interaction, which evolve among
workerswhen carryingout theirrespectivetasks:examples being the collaborativeandthe
harshlyconflictful. Interactionalstyles seem not only to affect the precise dividing up of
work-what and who-but how that is put into operation; including in relation to
accountabilityand to the necessary articulationof tasks. Organizationaland supra-organizational conditions also affect the arc of work, and some of these are discussed, again in
relationto rapidly changing situations. Some of these conditions pertainto organization,
occupation and market-three bases of allocation of actors to jobs which have been
extensively discussed in the literaturedealing with the division of labor. It seems probable
that the cumulative effect of numerous, even countless, projects would have some effect
on the organizationsand industriesthemselves: this is suggested near the paper's end, as
are some possible directions for future research.

Paradoxicallyand perhapsa bit ironically, however, neithertraditionalnor contemporary
writing on the division of labor has been much concerned with the work done in the
division of labor. Attention has been not on the tasks entailed in the work but on issues
pertainingto differentialdistributionof rewardsto classes of individuals(sex, class, race,
occupation etc.) and perhapsespecially the dividing up of work by the various occupations and professions. Distributionis where the emphasis has been, and "labor" in both
senses of the word-(wo)manpower and work-has meant largely the former.
Indeed, mirroringthis has been the intense focus by the sociologists of occupationsprofessions and work on the first partof this combined term:work being quite subordinate
to thatfocus. In contrast, the approachtaken in this paperleads to a three fold distinction:
(1) tasks to task, (2) person to task, and (3) person to person. All three are aspects of the
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division of labor. The first two will be of chief interest here. Keeping those conceptual
distinctionsclear will help to clarify and deepen this central sociological concept, at least
in its participle(working, laboring) aspects. And if it makes sense to make those distinctions, then it also follows that there is still anothertype of work, that of coordinatingand
organizingthe task to task and person to task relationships.
Eliot Freidson (1976) reviewed the recent literatureon division of labor (Clements,
1972; Kemper, 1972; Labovitz and Gibbs, 1964) and offered some suggestions for conceptualizingthis importantphenomenon in terms of work. Aside from his own contributions which I will touch on below, his review suggested that, at least in the last decades,
thereare three basic approachesto the relations of social organizationand the division of
labor: (1) occupational, (2) organizational, and (3) market. All of these approachesare
principallyaddressedto the allocation of work, especially the bases of allocation, rather
thanto work processes themselves. Who gets to do what, when, and how, how much, is
determined or affected by occupational position, organizational principle and market
factors etc. Behind the allocation, as Freidson notes, there certainly are ideological
conceptions, "theories," of how work should be distributedamong and within occupations and organizations,and of how the accomplishmentsof workersshould be rewarded;
and of course how the marketshould be organizedso as to distributeand rewardworkers'
labor. These deeply political and value laden conceptions embody moral and operational
principles for evaluating performances in accordance with criteria (whether they are
specified clearly or not), and cover the "rights" of classes of workers to tasks and
rewards.
All of those kinds of social science concerns are addressedprimarilyto the allocative
issues of the division of labor-but though those are multiple and interestingof course,
they are unduly restrictive, as Freidson correctly notes, of a larger range of potential
issues. For thatreason Freidsonbegan to addressthe division of laborin terms of the work
engaged in by the workers themselves, arguing that the occupation-organization-market
principles "are in a sense separatefrom the work activities these purportto order." Why
is this? Because "They are diffused when translatedinto work. In and of themselves, the
concrete work activities of the division of labor are interactive and emergent in character." Freidson's approach embodied both the traditional interactionist themes of
"emergence" and of "conspiracy, evasion, negotiationand conflict" (cf. Dalton, 1959),
as well as an older sociological theme of how formal organization does not entirely
constrainworkers to act as they see fit.
However that is where Friedson has left the matter: his interest really was to focus
attentionof division-of-labortheorists and researcherson work itself. He did not actually
carryout any furtherthe examinationof work in relationto division of laborissues, but his
calling attentionto the centralityof work in connection with the division of labordid point
to a redirectionof theorizing about the latter.
In this paper, my intent is to take up where Freidson left off. Its central foci will be the
following:
* Attentionboth to work as sets of tasks and to workersas the latterrelate to the work
* A language for handlingthose relationships-for analyzing in general any division
of labor
* An emphasis on division of labor as related to phases of doing the work of any
project over time
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* A considerationof the articulationworkthatis involved in organizingboth the tasks
and relationshipsto them of the people who perform them
* A contrast of the division of labor involved in carrying out a project (an "arc of
work") as compared with that involved in a "line of work" which encompasses
many projects
* A brief discussion of the division of rights as contrastedandrelatedto the division of
labor
* An emphasis on changing as well as stable divisions of labor as those relate to
macro structuralconditions
* A suggestion about how cumulative projects might in turn affect macro structural
conditions

PROJECT,ARC OF WORK, AND TYPESOF WORK
In carrying out any project-inventing a new model of computer, building a house,
getting a voluntaryorganizationoff the ground, etc.-a multitudeof tasks, sequentially
and simultaneously must be carried out (Becker, 1982). Recently, while studying a
special type of project ("an illness trajectory" that pertained to the work of staff who
were involved in managing the illness of any hospitalized patient), we developed the
conception of arc of work. (Strauss et al., 1984) An arc for any given trajectory-or
project-consists of the totality of tasks arrayedboth sequentially and simultaneously
along the course of the trajectoryor project. At least some of the arc is planned for,
designed, forseen; but almost inevitably there are unexpected contingencies which alter
the tasks, the clusters of tasks, and much of the overall task organization.Hence the arc
cannot be known in all its details-except in very standard, contingency-minimalprojects-until and if the actors look back and review the entire course which they have
traversed.
In the hospital research, we also developed a conceptalization pertainingto types of
work that are implicated in an arc. Thus illness trajectorymanagementincludes a bundle
of work types, including: clinical safety, technological (equipment, drug, procedural),
error, psychological, information, and articulationwork. Of course both the types and
their combinations will vary by different arcs: in (say) a physics researchproject, there
would be neither clinical safety nor comfort work, much error work (though its dimensions would be different), but also other types of work probably missing from clinical
medical management.The arc concept-with its implicatedphases, types of work, clusters of tasks, and articulationof tasks-can be central for a deeper analysis of medical
work in relation to division of labor issues, and possibly for work in other settings.
These differentprojectsor trajectorieswith their implicatedarcs of work entail different
divisions of workers(persons or classes of persons or units of organization)in orderto get
the constituent tasks done. Insofar as the mix and articulationof tasks and work types
vary, so will the distributionsof persons at work. The implications of that in turn include
the following.
A. The division of work among classes of persons may therefore be different during
different phases of the project or trajectory, each successive one perhaps necessitating
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new classes with particularskills or relying on different skills of the same workers. It is
the skills and actions which are the essential elements then, not simply the class of worker
as such. (The detailed descriptionby Kidder [1982] of a team project for building a new
model of computeris an excellent illustrationof these points. In the final phases of this
project, for example, certain engineers turned out to be best at debugging the model's
errors, especially during the last and most difficult steps; and these men in fact choose
themselves to do those tasks after others had failed at them.)
B. The division of labor called for may vary considerably by the component type of
work-with its constitutent tasks-being performed as part of the total project work.
Thus in medical work, different workers (or the same worker employing different skills)
may be called on to handle clinical safety work, errorwork, and comfort work. But in the
safety work, for instance, also different skills, possibly involving differentpersonnel, are
utilized for discerning a safety error-calling for its rectification, rectifying it, and
monitoringthe rectification. So, again, it is the variationin work, not merely the class of
worker, that is the essential ingredientfor getting tasks accomplished.
C. Analysis of the division of labor also requiresdetailed scrutinyof how a cluster of
tasksperformedby workers, simultaneouslyand/or sequentially, arerelatedto each other.
For instance, when a cardiac patient is brought into the surgical recovery room, an
observercan note that the immediate tasks consist of making a multitude(perhapsten or
twenty) connections between the patient's bodily partsor aperturesand various machines.
Two or three nurses or technicians will be busy making the connections at which they are
skilled-one, two, or more of them-while a physician will be makingothers;meanwhile
perhapsfour other technicians and nurses will be standing at the foot of the bed awaiting
theirturnsto make theirrespective connections. Notable in this particulardivision of labor
is how tasks are done both sequentially and simultaneously, but involve only a single
workerperformingone task at a time; that is, in this cluster of tasks, no task is likely to
engage the cooperative effort of two or more workers. In later phases of working on the
same patient two or more physicians or nurses, or nurses and technicians, may work
togetheron a common basis. Of course, the particularillustrationreflects a relatively nonproblematichandlingand sharingof tasks by differentspecialists. If either the tasks or the
specialty sharingwere to be problematic, then there would be a question of who shall do
them. Or if the division of labor is contestable, then there will certainly be debate and
perhapsstruggleover the outcome. (This kind of issue is touched on laterin the section on
division of rights.)
D. None of this arc of work is called into play automatically. Some actor-person or
other acting unit-must be "responsible" for deciding and planning that: (1) a project is
necessary or desirable;(2) then the same or other actor must be responsible for deciding
on and possibly planning the totality or segments of the arc, including the major tasks
structures;(3) also there must be actors responsible for articulatingthe various tasks and
clusters of tasks making up the are. As will be remarkedon below (see "division of
rights" and "accountability"), responsibilityinvolves not simply what actor is willing to
be assigned responsibility but questions of rights.
ACTION

AND ACTOR

The distinction between tasks and actors who carry them out needs to be taken with the
utmost analytic seriousness, because they do representdifferent issues. (at any rate the
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distinction is central to the analysis in this paper.) The specific questions about tasks of
course include: what, where, when, how, for how long, how complex, how well defined
are their boundaries, how attainable are they under current working conditions, how
precisely are they defined in their operationaldetails, and what is the expected level of
performance.2(Which of those are the most salient dimensions depends on the organizational-work context under study, and we cannot emphasize too much that it is the researcherwho must discover these saliences.) Two other importantquestions are:how they
are put togetherin task clusters, and linked together in an organizationof tasks. "Work"
which constitutes the total arc, or some portion of it, is then "decomposed" (Gerson,
1983), even perhapsin some arcs down to detailed mini-tasks-the most minute of tasks
(such is epitomized, say, by the staggeringnumberand minutenessof mini-tasksentailed
in getting the space mission to and from the moon).
What aboutthe carryingout of tasks by an actor?And what is an actor?An actorcan be
a unit of any size: a person, team, department, sub-division, division, organization,
coalition of organizations. Actors can vary in a numberof attributes:for instance, experience, skill, knowledge, training, occupationor other social world from which they come.
Or as teams or units they may have workedtogetherbefore or somewhator not at all, and
in various sub-combinationsor numbers, skills etc. Actors in the total division of labor
can of course act separately,having differenttasks to perform,or may sharesome or all of
the tasks. And of course they may work in close proximityor distantly, so theirrespective
work is visible or not visible to the other. We shall address the issue of actors as such in
some detail later.
Let us move first to how tasks are actually distributed among actors. There are a
numberof possibilities: tasks can be imposed;they can be requested;also they can just be
assumed without request or command;but they can also be delegated or profferred,and
acceptedor rejected. Often they are negotiated(see Bucher and Schatzman, 1964). And of
course actorscan manipulateopenly or covertly to get tasks, or even have entire kinds of
work allocated to themselves. Presumablythere are other modes of allocation, but these
will suffice for our discussion here. Elihu Gerson has noted (1983) that:
The precisemannerin whichpeopleare assignedto tasks(andvice versa)is itself a
task. . . . Thus, a given allocationis neverfixed andcertain,but is alwayssubjectto
revision.The revisionprocesstakesthe formof more-or-lesscontinuousnegotiations
betweenpeopleover the allocationof tasks;the conductof tasksraisesproblemsfor
of re-allocation,
etc.
people(in othertaskcontexts)whichin turnleadsto renegotiation
Gerson also points to the political and evaluative aspects of much allocation-suggested
by most of the modes noted above-which means that the allocationfrequentlycannotbe
fully rationalizedif at all, whatever the rationalesoffered.
Then there is the issue of whetheractorsagree or disagree with the allocation. They can
reject the allocation of course. To complicate matters, they may reject it but not reveal
theirrejection(a common strategy!). Or they may reject it and act on thatbasis, but in fact
their action may be invisible to others, or at least to importantothers. The same is trueof
misunderstandingsbetween and among workers-those disagreementsonly later perhaps
becoming evident, or perhaps kept secret by one or the other who understandsthe
misunderstandingbut does not say so. As analysts it will be useful to lay out the conditions for such alternatives.Given all those phenomena,perhapsone should think of a four
fold matrixof agreement-disagreementover either or both the tasks themselves and their
distributionamong actors.
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Agreement

Disagreement

Task
Actor
This matrix can be made much more complex by building in the modes of allocation
and also the modes of acceptance/rejection,misunderstandingand closed/open awareness
(secrecy, openness). Furthermore,still otherdimensions may be salient for particularsites
and settings; if so, they should also be handled analytically: for instance, the situational
and interactionalbases of agreement, the enforceabilityof the agreementby one or other
party, its potentialirreversibility,or the criteriafor its revision. The matrix suggests other
questions also, like those about conditions affecting the rejection of an agreement. Thus,
one not only would have to take into account the mode of allocation but the type of work
rejected (we are perhapshere in the realm of dirty work, or less valued work). But there
are also the issues of pacing and style or degree of rejection, as well as the counter
reactions of those who wish the agreements to be institutedor maintained. So, those are
only a few of the additionalcomplexities suggested by the matrixwhich would need to be
studied to fill out this segment of our understandingof these importantphenomenawhich
pertain to both the distinctions and relationshipsbetween action and actor.

ACTOR ACCOUNTABILITY
Turningagain to the actors themselves: they have in common parlance, the "responsibility" for doing their assigned, assumed, etc., portions of the arc of work. Convertingthe
term responsibility into sociological terminology, workers or units of workers are rendered accountable for accomplishing those tasks according to certain criteria: when,
where, how, how soon, level of quality.3 There can be agreement/disagreementand
on those items too. But to whom are actors accountable
understanding/misunderstanding
other than to their own consciences? Clearly the accountabilitywill be upward, to higher
levels of authority,if any (like to superordinatesor superiordivisions); but it can also be
lateral(to other units on the same level, like parallel departments),but just as surely the
unit can be accountabledownwardto people or other units for whom this unit is responsible.
It is also useful to think of an "accountabilityladder" since moving up the hierarchyin
any organization brings more accountability-whether backed or enforced by law,
custom,4 organizationalrule, mandate, or some other mode. More accountabilitygenerally seems to mean expandedscope of authorityover a largerportionof the arc of work or
over the total arc itself; thereforeaccountabilityfor all work and actions of workersbelow;
often too for a greater range of types of work that are carried out below, as well as a
greater range of workers doing their tasks, although with the descending levels having
decreasinglysmaller portionsof the arc undertheir aegis. However, accountabilityover a
widerportionof the arc versus over a longer chain of hierarchyis analyticallydistinguishable since-to give an example-office secretaries are constantly being asked or forced
into taking up increasingportionsof arcs without expanding theirauthoritiesover anyone
else. Presumablythat occurs at other levels of hierarchyalso.
Furtheraccountabilityrequiresthe work of reportingaccountability:tasks involving to
whom the actorreports, when, where, how, how much, and even perhapsthe necessity of
proving that the tasks were done because the acts of carrying them out were invisible to
the reportee. Of course this reportingcan be in some degree inaccurate,and for deliberate
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or unintentionalreasons; as well as understoodor believed, or not, in some degree. There
may be the question of closely monitoring for accuracy of reporting, including: who,
what, how, how extensive, how intensive, and which should be the strategies for getting
behind and aroundthe suspected inaccuracy (as occurs in monitoringthe accuracy, and
falsity too, of internalreports;as well as in monitoring "external" reports, say of hired
spies by the CIA or of companies contractedwith for specific work by federal agencies).
In addition since accountability involves accountability systems, there are chains of
reporting-meaning multiple units, multiple reportings, multiple criteria for assessing
accuracy, and the like. Said anotherway, organizationsoften set up quite formal systems
of reporting, which in turn are themselves sometimes monitored, evaluated, and periodically revised at least in part. (Hospital wards invariably have complex accounting
systems, for example, involving elaborateand detailed writtenas well as verbal reports.)
All of this reporting is a crucial condition for further interaction-and work-among
actors in the total division of labor.
In sum: built into any division of labor is a system of accountabilitywhich has direct
bearingon the carryingout of types of work and their implicatedtasks. As researchers,it
is up to us to trackdown the specific consequencesfor particularsystems of accountability
in the substantiveareasunderstudy, since we cannototherwiseknow those consequences.
Among the majorquestions undoubtedlyare who has chief responsibilityfor defining the
total project;and how does a given unit (person, department,etc.) get the right to do that
defining, as well as gain the power to get the definition accepted or operationalized?(See
the discussion later on the "division of rights.")

ARTICULATIONWORK BY ACTORS
Articulationwork is also involved as a kind of supra-typeof work in any division of labor,
done by the various actors (themselves accountableto others). Articulationwork amounts
to the following. First, the meshing of the often numeroustasks, clusters of tasks, and
segments of the total arc. Second, the meshing of efforts of various unit-workers(individuals, departments,etc.). Third, the meshing of actors with their various types of work
and implicated tasks. (The term "coordination" is sometimes used to catch featuresof
this articulationwork, but the term has other connotationsso it will not be used here.) All
of this articulationwork goes on within and usually among organizationalunits and subunits.
All workers articulatesomething (in accord with their positions on the accountability
ladder);whether tasks, task clusters, smaller or larger segments of the arc. Understandably, articulationwork will vary with various propertiesof the tasks, task clusters and arc
segments and phases. All of those are assuredly relevant to how the articulationof tasks
will be done, also how difficult it will be to do it more or less successfully, how much
resource must be put into doing it successfully etc. That may certainly also vary by the
size of the task unit: task, cluster, segment.
Paradoxically,articulationtasks themselves also requirea higher degree of work, with
the very highest levels of authority-assigned, requested,claimed, imposed, etc.-doing
the highest order of integrating. Like other tasks, articulationones are carried out both
simultaneouslyand sequentiallyfor differentportionsof the arc by differentworkers,each
with some measure of authorityover tasks and perhaps over other workers, as well as
associated accountabilityto superordinatesand subordinates.Note also that only at the
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very bottomreachesof the accountabilityladderwould a workerdo no articulation,except
that which was involved in doing a given task itself. At any higher level, there would be
some allocation of articulationtasks involving what, who, how, where, when etc. And so
each worker is accountableat least upward, while needing to articulatesome tasks-and
usually some actors' efforts-downward.
However, the related concepts of arc and types of work imply a potentially greater
complexity of articulationwork itself. First of all, each arc usually involves several types
of work, all of which need continuous and careful articulatingeven when there are no
disturbing contingencies, or impreciseness of task boundaries, to complicate matters
further.Second, each sub-unitof any organizationis likely to have relationshipswith one
or more others, in order to accomplish its projects; and that enhances the complexity of
articulationwork-perhaps even leading to a different order of tasks. Third, the same
point holds for relationshipsof an organization, or any of its internal units, to external
organizationswhich are involved in some largerdivision of labor. Fourth, within the subunit itself, a number of projects will often simultaneously be underway. (Again, in
hospitals there is the need to mesh, say, careful machine work with clinical safety work:
often this involves relationships with one or more hospital departmentslike Radiology,
also with companies outside the hospital; and of course there are many carefully worked
routines and variously arrivedat arrangementsand relationshipswithin the ward itself.)
So there is the additionalproblem of articulatingall of them and their associated arcs of
work. That articulationis of course affected by the relative importanceof each project in
relationshipto their respective phrasings, one receiving more organizationalprioritythan
anotherat a given phase. That articulationis also affected by other conditions like project
scheduling, visibility, and priorityof the project itself within any unit's total enterprise.
(This phenomenaof multiple projects leads to a topic touched on later, namely "lines of
work.") In short, articulationwork involves both temporal and organizational-leveldimensions. (Gerson, 1983) The articulationis also affected, as Gerson has commented by
the fact that "articulation work is always up 'a level' of evaluation from work that
involves problematicor disputableallocation of workersto the tasks." It has at least "two
different ways of blowing up and going wrong-via foulups in the task structure(overload, part failure, etc.) and in upshift (in argument)because someone doesn't like the
person-taskallocation."

DIVISION OF RIGHTSAND DIVISION OF LABOR
Indeed, it is importantto make a distinctionbetween the division of labor and the division
of rights. By the latter, we mean the "rights" that actors can claim, impose, assume,
manipulatefor, argue and negotiate over various types of work and portionsof arcs. This
involves rights agreed to or enforceable, given the necessary resources-legal, financial,
manpoweretc.-for ensuringtheir institutionor maintenance.A salient dimension here,
it should be evident, is the relative looseness or tightness of linkage of task and rights,
which is surely an issue to be examined, for any given context under study, by the
researcher(Hughes, 1971: 287-88, 376).
Workersand classes of workersor organizationalunits, it is commonly understood,not
only are accountablefor tasks but have rights in the performanceof those tasks, as well as
rights to articulatethem. Like the allocation in the division of labor tasks, the modes of
this allocation of rights can vary; and also in some measure be rejected/accepted, under-
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stood/misunderstood,and agreement or disagreementopenly revealed or concealed. Allocation of rights presumablymight rest on differentbases than the allocation of specific
tasks. Both rights and accountability, of course, carry strong and often urgent moral
overtones. In the instance of rights and moral indignation,assertions, denials-including
over issues like justice, equity, decency and the natureof "things"-the focus can be
either on a whole area of action or some task pertainingto an area.
Division of those rights is generally what is meant when, in the sociological literature
on occupationsand professions and in the legal literature,thereis discussion of claimedor
mandatedjurisdiction and conflicts over jurisdictionalboundaries. This writing is often
quite rich in data and analysis of the occupationalaspects of those phenomena, but sparse
in its inspectionof the actualwork-the task organization-involved in the playing out of
the jurisdictionaldramas, including those of small scope as in families or small groups.
And, in fact, in a recent excellent monograph(Gritzerand Arluke, 1984) which demonstrates the force of market factors in affecting the realignmentsof jurisdictionalboundaries for a group of related health specialties, it is precisely the work aspects that are
lacking, for supplying the importantmicro-elementsthat motored these realignmentsin
contrastto the more macro-marketones. In this paper, however, we shall not emphasize
division of rights issues much, except to note that it crosscuts all of the division of labor
concepts: sometimes as conditions, sometimes as consequences, and strategies as well.
(But the entire subject deserves a separatepaper for its full development.)

WORK PATTERNS,INTERACTIONALSTYLES
AND DIVISION OF LABOR
There are work patternsand styles of interactionwhich together can profoundly affect
how work is carried out when utilizing any given division of labor. Two types of work
patterns,among many-polar types along the same dimensions-which we all recognize
are the closely collaborative and the harshly conflictful. Either may be equally efficient
for getting certainkinds of work done; nothing is being assertedhere about efficiency. In
fact, much successful work is performedwithoutmuch consensus. Looking at these types,
it is clear that each rests on different sets of basic interactions. For instance, the collaborative requires actors who are sensitively attuned to each others' actions, moods,
rhythms,pacings; also a full commitmentto the common enterprise,trustin one another,
relative openness in communicating, often a degree of mutual psychological work, a
considerable capacity to negotiate, and so on. The total gestalt of interactioncould be
termed "the interactionalstyle" of the working teams. In fact, specific styles might be
evinced by the same type of work pattern-for instance, a person might have rather
different combinations of interactions with different collaboratorson different research
projects, yet these will simply amountto variationsof the morebasic interactionalpatterns
that form the conditions of a collaborative division of labor (Corbin and Strauss, forthcoming). The specific interactionswill be similarwhile yet the basic interactionalpatterns
in collaborativework may well be approximatelythe same for differentprojects. Whether
that is true or not, is a matterof empirical research.
What should also be evident is that the work patterns,collaborativeor conflictful, can
also vary over portions of the total arc. Some of its phases then will be more or less
collaborativeor conflictful, the interactionsvaryingaccordingly. If more consensus seems
desirable, then additionalwork will be needed to restorethe more concensual patternor to
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maintainit when it shows signs of deteriorating.Of course the interactionalstyles and
work patternscan be related to varying modes of interaction:verbal, non-verbal, writing,
overt action.
To speak of such work patterns (whether conflictful, collaborative or other) then is
really equivalent to speaking of different patternsof carrying out the work, including its
articulation,that involves the total arc or portions or phases of it. Hence the analyst might
with profit begin to look at such work patterns in terms also of the varying bases of
agreementfor the combined divisions of tasks and actors, as well as the accountability,
the articulation,and the division of rights issues.

FURTHERCONSIDERATIONSABOUT THE ARC OF WORK
The division of labor is responsive and potentially flexible not only because of microsituationalconditions but also because of larger organizationaland supra-organizational
conditions. The discussion below will center aroundcertainconditions which seem important, stemming from my research on work in hospitals. Readers will surely wish to add
more for the particularorganizations which they are studying. Here are a few of those
conditionsand their implicationsfor aspects of the division of labor. (As mentionedin the
early pages of this paper, these conditions would include both marketand occupational
bases of allocation as well as skills and ideologies brought to the work itself; at least
within fast changing organizations.)

Intersectionsof Workersand Their Social Worlds
Accomplishmentof arcs of work or portionsof them involves intersectionsof representatives from different social worlds or subworlds (Strauss, 1977). For instance, the workers may variouslyrepresentthe communitiesof nursing, medicine, bioengineers, machine
industry,and given medical specialities. Each of those representativesis trainedor experienced in salient activities characteristicof his or her respective occupational worlds, and
bringsthat trainingand experience into the arc of work. Whetherthe work goes smoothly
or conflictfully is not just because personalities conflict or are in harmony, but first and
foremostbecause the divergentlines of work characteristicof those differentsocial worlds
mix harmoniouslyor only with great tension and discord. The greater a discrepancy in
social world perspective and activity, the more obviously will there be a need for explicit
negotiation among workers to get the joint or collective tasks accomplished with any
efficiency. If the workers have labored together previously and are now accustomed to
workingtogether, then they will have done the negotiative work previously; so, only new
contingencies will bring about any awareness among them that negotiative work is again
necessary.

Flexibilityin the Division of Labor
This will vary by different types of work entailed in the are. Certaintypes of work are
formulatedmore distinctly, even spelled out in legal or other official documents. Only
lawyers argue cases in court; in hospitals, only surgeons open and close the body. But
some aspects of the total are involve types of work not spelled out so clearly in terms of
who shall do them-or who only may do them. In terms of probability, nurses will
certainlyengage much more in comfort work than physicians, social workers, or respira-
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tory therapists;on the other hand, none of the staff ever know when they will get drawn
into, or feel they should do, some bit of comfort work for a patient. Differentcategoriesof
staff are involved with differentsafety tasks, yet realisticallytherecan be much overlap in
their actual safety work. Psychological work is so implicit in the total arc that everyone
may engage in one or anothersubtypeof it; albeit nurses are most likely to engage in some
and physicians in others. What is true of medical work may not be so different in many
other lines of work, especially in fast changing organizationsand industries.

Invisibilityand Non-Accountability
The relative invisibility or non-accountabilityof tasks can affect the official or customary division of labor. In hospitals, the performingof tasks by staff, patientsand kin can be
invisible, either because not actually observedby others or not reportedto non-presentcoworkersor supervisors.The phenomenonof invisibility implies not so much a blurringof
the official division of workers as the non-accountabilityof certain tasks. It also implies
thata task may get done by someone who is dissatisfied with how somebodyelse did it; or
who realizes the task has not been done at all, but should be done. Most often in this adhoc division of labor, no official report is made of work accomplished or by whom.
Sometimes that informationis actually withheld, as when nursing aides make reprisals
against their superiors in the nursing staff for not adequately respecting their efforts.
Sometimes it is not reported-at least officially, because it is illegal or against organizational rules (Dalton, 1959). In all lines of work, it seems probablethat those types of subwork which are less clearly spelled out or generally have lower priority will be less
accountable. Hence there will be less clarity, more flexibility in, the division of the
laborers.

New And/Or LessStandardizedArcs
When tasks are performedunder new or somewhat uncustomaryconditions, or when
they are new tasks, then the division of workers along usual lines may not obtain. Under
the first condition, various persons may do the task, depending on "circumstance":
whoeverjust happensto be there, or is less tired, or is more willing to do the work, and so
on. When a task is quite new, certain persons may be allocated to it because of such
factorsas convenience, willingness to undertakethe new challenging or the dirty work, or
because they seem to have the most transferableskill or previous experience. Considerable debate and negotiation ensues aroundthe new task structures,thereforebefore the
division of labor settles into some semblance of regularityand relative permanence.Even
then, there may be much latitude for persons to argue about, manipulate around and
negotiate the boundaries-expanding or contractingthem-to fit their own desires, aspirations, energies and goals (Kidder, 1982).
Rate of Task Structure Change
Task structureschange at different rates of speed, so that some may rest on stable
divisions of labor while others may be changing sufficiently fast as to open up and make
more flexible the division of laborers. For instance, in the history of the evolution of
intensive-careunits in hospitals, there has been and is now in many hospitals a transition
period, during which respiratorytherapistsseek to convince nurses and physicians that
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their own skills are actually greaterthan, and their responsibilityequal to, the nurses for
many specific tasks pertaining to respiratorycare. During the transition period, both
cadres of workersare engaged in those tasks; but the respiratorytherapistsdo not invade
other parts of the nurses' job territory. As the transition period begins to close, the
division of labor among workers, and their respective departmentswith respect to these
tasks, becomes less blurred, less overlapping. Examples aside, there is also the phenomenon that the more segments of the total arc which are in flux, then correspondingly
the more task structuresthere will be which entail a fluid division of labor.

RapidlyChangingOrganizationsand Industries
In those, a high proportion of task structuresare changing continuously, even explosively. This means a greaterproportion, than in more stable industries and organizations, of projects and their associated arcs of work are unpredictable,subject to unforeseen contingencies, more difficult to standardize-standardize eitherthe task structuresor
who are to do the tasks. There is the usual movement, of course, of work that travels from
a novel, somewhat ambiguous and fluid condition into a more standard, relatively rationalized and routinizedcondition. Even standardoperationalprocedure(SOP), however, can have its contingent-hence standarddivision of labor shattering, if only temporary-moments. So it is characteristicof rapidlychanging industriesand organizationsto
have a more apparentmix of SOP and novel arcs of work, with divisions of labor to
match.

Specializations
Fast-changingindustriesalso produce new specializations, new segments of their total
work forces-produced from within the industriesbut also drawninto them-which both
disturbthe previous divisions among laborersand more importantlyexpand them. Expansion, too, contributesto the fluidity of the total division of labor, bringing about uncertainties concerning who should be performing given tasks. This brings us back to the
realmof jurisdictionaldebates, fights, negotiations, ideologies of legitimacy and efficiency and the like.

New CustomerRequirementsand Demands
Rapidly changing industriesare also subject to those. For instance, social movements
(feminist, holistic medicine, environmentalism)impinge upon definitions of work and
componenttasks; affecting not only how they should be done but who will do them. The
arenasfor debates multiply, and the arguments/negotiationswithin those arenasof course
affect the arrangementsof divisions of labor-so much so that they may not only vary in
different work organizationsbut within the same organization.
Intra-lndustry Impacts
The sources of structuralimpacts on division of labor come also from within the
industryin the form of ideational, technological, organizationaland other intra-industry
changes. All contributeto ambiguities, uncertainties, overlapping terrains, and ad hoc
task fulfillments in the total divisions of labor. Intra-organizationalchanges of course
profoundlyaffect changes of these divisions of labor within an organization.
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Given this arrayof conditions for fluidity in the division of labor, it is easy to see why
certain industries, like the health or computer industries,look so different than the more
stable ones, including the instabilities of their divisions of labor, both in the industries
themselves and within individual firms. In more stable industries, the task structures
change slowly even if the specific persons doing the tasks change relatively rapidly-so
that the division of workers is affected by turnover, death, rotation, vacations, new
recruitment,training, re-retraining,and the like. More rapidly changing industries, or
firms or sections of firms, look different even to the naked eye. To the researcher
examining their work, they can look different in still different ways. One is in the
ambiguity of their divisions of labor.

ARC OF WORK AND LINEOF WORK
In emphasizingthe primacy of work for conceptualizationof division of labor issues, our
focus has been on projects and their associated arcs of work. It should be apparent
however that when referringto the work characteristicsof organizationsand largerunits
like industries,then we need to concentrateon bundlesof projectswhich make up a "line
of work" (Gerson, 1983). Thus, a factory produces one or more types of goods, each
involving many entire projects;or a departmentor other sub-uniteven may be workingon
multiple projectsassociated with several different lines of work. In a later paper we shall
explore some implications of this distinction between lines and arcs of work. Sufficient
here to suggest that division of labor specialists would need to develop adequate theory
and analytic means for studying both lines and arcs of work, if one accepts the distinction
between them. While some of the analytic terms developed for arcs in this paper will fit
lines of work, undoubtedlythe latter entail a considerablydifferent approachbecause of
theirsheer magnitudeas enterprises,their increasedimportanceto the organizationalunits
involved, and their inclusion of several or very many ongoing projects, each with its own
arc. (We have in mind, for example, the work of the typical radiological department
which is organizedto service the diagnostic needs of many wards and whose overall line
of work is also immensely importantfor financing the hospital itself.) The articulations
among arcs and lines of work also would then need special attention from analysts.
All of this points to an embarrassing,related issue; namely, that there is probablyan
undue focus in social theory on organizations (including on their "environments") as
over against attention to units as important as industries-except by economists and
business historians-with their internal and external division of labor relationships.
Again, these need to be thoughtof not only in termsof occupationsbut the work involved
in them too.

MICRO TO MACRO?
The emphasis in the previous section has been on macro conditions which affect arcs of
work and their divisions of labor. What about the reverse:micro conditions which affect
largerstructuralunits? Presumablythat can happen, especially because of the cumulative
impact of numerousprojects. Our examination of medical organizations(Strauss et al.,
1985) suggests something about the mechanisms of how that might occur. Intensive care
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units (ICUs) were developed in the early 1960s for giving more effective care to severely
ill patients. Over the decades the countless "projects"'-i.e., care of particularpatientshad many structuralconsequences, althoughundoubtedlyin combinationwith other conditions. The proven effectiveness of this type of wardled graduallyto: (1) an explosion of
ICUs all over the country; (2) a gradual proliferationof speciality ICUs (cardiac, neurological, etc.); (3) a proliferationalso of related wards-intensive, intermediate, ambulatory;(4) a great impetusto physicians', nurses', and technicians' knowledge which in
turn was allied to a related development, the great explosion of types of specialists and
technicians-the latter with their own hospital departments-working in new relationships on the ICUs; but also (5) ICUs became a visible symbol for the general public
because of patients' experiences and considerablemedia exposure, so that in some larger
sense it can be said that the ICU movement gave rise to both positive and negative images
("dehumanized medicine") of contemporarymedical care, which presumably are still
impactingon the health industryand its organizations.(In my universityhospital recently
the ICU, under the iniative of the ICU nursing staff, has greatly relaxed rules on kin
visiting, making the ICU relatively "open.") In general, is it not possible that similar
innovations, stemming from new types of projects within many different industries and
types of organizations, might also influence those larger units? Only careful research of
course will answer that question.
However, as this example reflects, it is unlikely that even cumulative projects directly
affect organizationalstructureand other largerstructuralconditions. They will affect them
throughthe intermediarystep of successive projects giving rise to systematically carried
out lines of work. It is the productionof products or services that surely influences the
producing organization, its customer-marketrelationships, and perhaps the industry itself.5 And with ICUs, it is equally their specific lines of work-principally care of severe
cardiac, and initially stroke and neurological cases, that influenced organizational and
industry changes. However, it is not difficult to imagine single "breakthrough" projects-whether in science, industry,architecture-which directly influence ("revolutionize") existing practices, perspectives, technologies and lines of work, and through the
latter, quite visibly, their encompassing organizations.6

RESEARCHIMPLICATIONS
Scattered through the foregoing pages are throw-away lines about potentially useful
researchdirections. A few additionalsuggestions may be worth thinking about, the most
obvious being the issue of how useful this conceptual elaboration might be for fast
changing industries, other than the health industryused as illustrationhere. Researchers
would need to satisfy much more precisely where and how different types of industries
andorganizationsvaried in their dominantarcs of work. The implicationsof thatvariance
would have to be specified too. The same is also true for slowly or moderatelychanging
organizationsand industries. We need research also to see how negotiation, coercion,
manipulation,argumentand debate and persuasion, as well as institutionalrules combine
to affect divisions of labor and their related work, regardless of how slowly or rapidly
changing is the organization.
In any event, if the concepts offered in this paperprove useful, they would surely have
to be supplementedwith additionalconcepts, developed both from the specific studies and
the relevant literature.Traditionaltypes of research on occupations, ocupational differ-
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entiation, and occupationalcareers might profit from this conceptualizationtoo, judging
from my experience in scrutinizing the health scene. Also, the traditionalmacroscopic
approaches to the division of labor, from my perspective, need supplementationby
researchinto their linkages (to and from) work itself as it goes on within organizations:
and for differenttypes of organizations.And to reiteratean earlierpoint:the arc of work is
rather different than a line of work (production of a product, as in producing for the
marketan IMB personal computerratherthan developing a model for later production).
The implication of that distinction is that research concerning divisions of labor with
respect to differentiallines of work in variousorganizations/industriesshould be pursued.
Eventually a sociology of work organizationshould seek to relate both arc and line of
work with respect to their characteristicdivisions of labor.
It is quite possible that such researcheswould be relevantto pressing policy issues such
as efficiency, cost, quality, regulationand licensing. Again, this is most evident perhaps
in fast moving industries,like the healthindustrywhere one can observe how certaintypes
of project work have eventually led to regulation and action, as well as to improved
quality of work and increases or decreases in cost. Examples of this include project use
and development of procedures (as with by-pass cardiac surgery), drugs and medical
equipment (as with safety regulation over nuclear materialsused in equipment).

SUMMARYAND IMPLICATIONS
What has this paper done? Principally it has offered a series of concepts and some
potentiallysalient dimensions for each. These are not entirely untestedsince the principal
ones came from my own researches and inspection of those of others. But how do the
concepts hang together?The most generalanswer is suggested by the following a series of
questions. They all pertain to "labor"-an ambigious term was noted earlier in this
paper, which can refer variously to work, workers, or both. The division of laborpertains
then to "dividing up" work, and workers, and presumablyalso refers to the relationships
both within and between those divisions. In this paper, the focus has been on the division
of labor in projects, and principally those carried out in rapidly changing organizations
and industries. Now to the questions:
1. What is to be done (which entails work-i.e.,

a project)?

2.

Who defines the necessity for that project?

3.

Then who will define the project's horizons (perhaps "project-projection"is the
appropriateterm for that)? (See, Strauss [1985] for use of the term "trajectory
projection.1")

4.

Who then will define overall what arc of work is entailed in carrying out the
projection as projected?

5.

Who will define more specifically concerningthe segments of arc or types of work,
or levels of task clusters, tasks, and mini-tasks?(This will entail operationaldetail
at all those levels including, what, how, when, etc.)

6.

And who will actually carry them out, how, when, etc.?

7.

Then concerning the supratype of work, articulation,and also the accountability:
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who defines various levels of these particulartypes of work and who carries them
out and how? (This includes the systems of accountabilityand articulationembedded in carrying out any project as projected.)
Basically, the elements pointed to by these questions and those concepts and their dimensions as touched on in this paper, are involved in the so called division of labor. This is so
even for the simplest project, where certainlevels of complexity may be missing or the arc
segments are very short or few in number. Variationsin all and any of those phenomena
relateto macro-structural,organizational,situationaland interactionalconditions, as well
as to the varied dimensions of each concept.
To list various dimensions and concepts, and to suggest some of their relationships,
does not of course make for adequatelygroundedtheory about division of labor;it is only
the beginning step toward a dense analysis which traces out connections among concepts
and relevantdimensions and would include a specification of them as conditions, interactions, strategies, processes and consequences. Readers will have glimpsed some of those
throughoutthe skeleton analysis given here. What is needed now is a series of studies
following through on all or portions of this approachto the division of labor.
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NOTES
1. A later paper will take up the relationshipsof the division of labor within projects to that within more
encompassing "lines of work." Se below for those distinctions.
2. See Chernsand Clark(1976: 170-171) for a discussion of the "task analysis" approachto how tasks and
"task structures" may affect organizational structure, as well as a criticism in terms of too much focus on
internalorganizationalvariables to the relative exclusion of macro influence on organizations. See also Hunt
(1976) for an excellent summary of the organizational theory literatureon such matters as task effects on
organizations,the natureof tasks, task structure,task models, and tasks under stable versus unstableconditions.
Relevant to our purpose, he notes that
task phenomena have not been ignored in organizational studies; but . . . their handling in the
modernorganizationalliteraturehas mostly been global or macroscopicin character.Attemptsat the
identificationand theoreticalspecifications of the forms and mechanisms of their actual or prospective relations with organizationalprocess and structurehas not been frequent among present-day
scholars.
In this task-analysis literature,there is not much addressedto the division of labor in microscopic work terms;
however, Naylor and Dickinson (1969), according to Hunt in a passing reference to the division of labor (p.
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103), discriminate between task and work structure, the former pertainingto tasks as such and the latter to
"organizationaldistribution-the division of labor."
3. The issue of accountabilityhas been discussed in the literaturein a variety of ways; e.g., Stelling and
Bucher (1972), Hughes (1971), Durkheim(1933), and Tausky (1970) focus, in relationto the division of labor,
on matterssuch as hospital hierarchy,negotiation, moral order, and consequencesof organizationalstructurefor
workers.Those affect, ratherobviously, not merely accountabilitybut phenomenaresemblingthe articulationof
work. Insofaras the division of rightsis also relatedto the division of labor, the writingsof DurkheimandHughs
are especially relevantto the moral aspects of work-and those aspects are always implicit to the extent thatthe
work is divided up among actors. An additional comment will be made concerning this in the section on the
division of rights.
4. A reviewer of this article has suggested that Durkheim's non-contractualelements of contractsrelatesto
this discussion.
5. Rice (1963) asserts that project teams are usually transitory,breakingup when the project is completed;
however, he does not take into account that many or all team members may be reassembled for sequentally
related projects, as in science engineering or transplantsurgery, and some teams may do projects that are not
even related to each other, although they were completed one after the other because of the combinationof the
worker's skills and their proven ability to work together.
6. Apropos of this example of ICUs and their highly specialized medical work, it should be clear thathere,
as in most of the work referredto in this article, work has technological aspects. Sometimes the implicated
technology is "hard," sometimes "soft." Also, sometimes the technology is so obvious thatactors referto it by
those terms, but sometimes-as with the more informalstrategiesof physiciansand nursesfor dealing with each
other, patients, and the hospital departments-a silent technology has to be learned, and even passed along in
the operativegroup or occupation (Strausset al., 1985). There are, of course, many other properties(otherthan
technological) affecting the organizationof specific kinds of work: relevantliteraturein the area of "organizational theory," includes Woodward (1956, 1965), Perrow (1967, 1970), and Thompson (1967).
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